
RUBBER TRACKS

MAXIMIZER™ NEXT GENERATION™ NEXTGEN  TDF™ NEXTGEN TURF™

Introducing the next chapter in rubber track manufacturing:
Technolo gy Design Formulation ( TDF)™

NextGen TDF and NextGen TURF tracks are also 
available in non-marking Orange compound

A NEW BREED!

NextGen TDF™ rubber tracks are developed 
speci�cally for track loaders. They have multiple 
lugs per pitch and deliver a smooth ride. Our 
double o�set tread pattern minimizes vibration 
and reduces undercarriage wear. This unique 
tread pattern is designed to provide enhanced 
�exibility, traction, even in snow, and a 
smoother ride. The Multi-Lug Pitch System 
protects the track body and quarantines cuts 
and cracks. 

NextGen TURF™ rubber tracks are designed for 
landscaping jobs. They signi�cantly reduce 
damage on delicate turf areas and irrigation 
systems, and have a smooth tread that leaves 
little or no footprint.

NextGen TDF & NextGen TURF are also available 
in non-marking Orange rubber compound. 

Next Generation™ Series is McLaren’s original 
premium quality rubber track line, preferred by 
many OEMs. These tracks are of upmost quality 
and are designed to optimize the life of the 
undercarriage components. Owning the 
premium McLaren brand tracks is a statement of 
quality and a way of securing peace of mind. 
Available for compact track loaders and mini 
excavators, the Next Generation rubber tracks 
are the tracks that established McLaren as a 
leading rubber track manufacturer in the United 
States and abroad. 

Maximizer™ rubber tracks were developed by 
McLaren based on feedback from independent 
construction contractors around the world. 
Maximizer™ rubber tracks solve the “price vs. 
quality” dilemma by o�ering the best of both 
worlds - reliable quality, moderately priced. 

McLaren has invested years in research and development to 
create the highest quality rubber compounds and track designs.  
We carry tracks for thousands of models of mini excavators, track 
loaders, and other construction and agricultural equipment.

SYSTEM  T YPEMcLaren Rubber Tracks - Comparison Table

Sun resistance

Wear resistance

Traction in snow & ice

Turf friendly

Non-Marking

Forging weight

Tensile strength

Forging
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Gray Orange, Gray Orange, Gray Orange

MAXIMIZER NEXT GENERATION NEX TGEN TDF NEX TGEN TURFSERIES

Structure SpoolRite Belting™                   SpoolRite Belting™                   SpoolRite Belting™                   SpoolRite Belting™

Mini Excavator

Track Loader

Carrier Vehicle
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n/a n/a n/a

Tread depth

Heat Treated 
Carbon Steel

Heat Treated 
Carbon Steel

Heat Treated 
Carbon Steel

Heat Treated 
Carbon Steel
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